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iHomeEducator Apps

Universal iPad, iPhone, and iPod 
Touch Apps for
Public, Charter, Private, & Home
Elementary Level Learning

“Today the couple’s 12 year old is the organization’s Quality Assurance Engineer, and has the 
fine job of testing the product and developing new ideas [as Product Manager]. The younger 
siblings, ages 5 and 6, represent the end-users as testers of the products. It is safe to say 
these youngsters are learning more than math skills by being involved in the family’s joint 
business and education venture.”
- CHARTER SCHOOLS EXAMINER

iLiveMath Speed, Entomology, 
Oceans, and Farm Fresh voted Best 
Math App for 2010 by IEAR.org

iLiveGrammar Botany nominated 
Best Language Arts App for 2010 
by IEAR.org



	 iHomeEducator

Cross-curricular learning
Beautifully interactive
Integrated multimedia
Email and blog test records

“We are always trying to find ways to get our students to use higher 
thinking skills to solve everyday problems in order to give them 
ownership to real life applications... iLiveMath apps provide a 
huge amount of content enriched vocabulary which has 
extended a simple math lesson into several cross-curricular 
lessons.”
- PRINCIPAL, KITZMILLER, MARYLAND

In the iLiveMath series, every theme 
is carefully selected to provide a 
foundation of teaching critical 
mathematical concepts, problem-
based learning, and logical thinking.

In the iLiveGrammar series we have 
combined grammar concepts with 
science using a similar foundation of 
interactive learning and multimedia 
as iLiveMath.

Public and Charter Schools continue 
to give us enhancement requests 
such as sharing the app within a 
classroom through a Promethean or 
SMART Board projection system.

We are very excited about the 
coming year as we begin to work with 
content providers in bringing you 
more educational apps to 
supplement  your teaching 
curriculum.
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